Optimizing nitrogen removal in the BioDenitro process.
The potential and limits of different configurations of the BioDenitro-alternating process to suit the various design cases that can arise depending on the wastewater characteristics, space necessary and effluent nitrogen requirements were analysed through simulations of the activated sludge model No. 2. The first analysis involved the combination in one cycle of the main phase in the alternating reactors with an aerated phase having the two reactors in aerobic conditions and/or a hydraulic phase using the flow only in the anoxic reactor. This option has been found to have a very high potential for cases with strict requirements concerning effluent total nitrogen, but limited when the requirements are low effluent NH4-N, relatively high effluent total nitrogen and minimum solids and hydraulic retention times. When the latter conditions have to be fulfilled the incorporation of a post-aeration reactor to the alternating reactor was found to be very effective. In addition the configuration is very flexible because multiple combinations of post-aeration reactor volumes and in the duration of the different phases in the alternating reactors can be selected to achieve effluent nitrogen requirements. This flexibility is limited to the use of moderate values in the post-aeration reactor volumes and in the duration of the aerated phase. An experimental trial of the latter configuration was carried out and demonstrated its operational simplicity by achieving the desired nitrogen requirements in the effluent simply by changing the duration of the aerated phase for a given post-aeration reactor volume. From the experimental results an enhanced simultaneous nitrification-denitrification at the start of aeration in the alternating reactors was found and the ASM2 model was shown to have a satisfactory predictive capacity.